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Abstract
The co-existence of “axial” and “rhombic” coordination

environments has been demonstrated in a “Type 1” copper site
of Pseudoazurin. This observation opens up previously not
considered interpretations for the relationship between geom-
etry and electronic structure of the four coordinate copper site.
The Met16 variants of pseudoazurin were considered as model
systems for investigating the effect of weak interactions from
the second coordination sphere. The correlation between
geometric and electronic structures of “Type 1” copper site
was evaluated by the multi-edge (Cu K-edge and S K-edge)
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) of Met16 variants of
pseudoazurin. The co-existing axial and rhombic sites in
pseudoazurin were characterized by Culigand distances, effec-
tive nuclear charge, and CuS(Cys) covalency from XAS. The
XAS results were correlated with DFT calculations for inves-
tigating the effect of protein environment from the inner-sphere
and beyond around the Cu site. The combined experimental

and theoretical results support the presence of a close corre-
lation between outer sphere environment and inner sphere
coordination environment. This is achieved in pseudoazurin
by a previously undisclosed allosteric effect that involves a
rearrangement of the protein tertiary structure.

Introduction

The biological role of blue and green copper proteins is
electron transfer via Cu(I)/Cu(II) redox chemistry1 in plants25

and bacteria.68 The metal binding site of blue copper protein
is classified as “Type 1” copper due to characteristic spectro-
scopic signatures of the oxidized form.9 Protein crystallo-
graphy1017 has revealed a copper coordination sphere com-
posed of conserved histidine and cysteine residues, and an axial
ligand that can vary.18 Met is the most common axial ligand
in [N2S2] 4-coordinated “Type 1” copper site.10,12,13,16,19 The
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other varieties of coordination are found as [N2SO] in
stellacyanin and mavicyanin, [N2S2O] in azurin and [N2S] in
laccase and ceruloplasmin.14,15,2022 Because of the diversity,
the influence of axial ligands was a concern for the “Type 1”
copper site.23 The effects of the axial ligand were explored
by comparison of native proteins,24 mutation studies,2532 or
computational studies.33,34 For examples, the spectroscopic and
electrochemical study of azurin Met121 variants with unnatural
amino acid suggested hydrophobicity (logP) to be a regulator
of reduction potential of “Type 1” copper site.26,27 Met182Thr
variant of Rhodobacter sphaeroides nitrite reductase (NiR)
shows great perturbation of the electronic structure of the
Cu site.28

Plastocyanin (Pc)35,36 and nitrite reductase from
Achoromobactor cycloclastes (AcNiR)37 are the most studied
blue and green copper proteins, respectively. Despite the
compositionally identical “Type 1” site with [N2S2] ligand
set, their reduction potentials differ considerably (Pc: 370
mV,35 NiR: 260mV38). Their electronic absorption spectra
also differ in the absorbance ratio at 450 and 600 nm (A450/
A600), which can be related to the presence of pure-π and
mixed π/pseudo-σ Cu(II)S(Cys) bonding in Pc39 and NiR,39

respectively. The spectral differences correlate with the differ-
ent Cu coordination geometries.16,17 Notably, the electronic
structure and coordination geometry of cucumber basic pro-
tein (CBP) was found to be between those of Pc and NiR. This
was explained by the presence of a continuous distortion
coordinate between the green and blue sites driven by the
JahnTeller distortion of the Cu site.39,40 This explanation
assumes the presence of a single Cu coordination environment
in a “Type 1” site. Critically it lacks the possibility of protein
backbone dynamics affecting the “Type 1” site. A very recent
atomic resolution protein crystallography demonstrated the
importance of protein main chain dynamics on the properties
of redox active metal site for the example of Cytochrome c¤
Fe(III) containing metalloprotein.41

Pseudoazurin from Achromobacter cycloclastes (AcPAz) is a
member of the blue copper protein family with a conserved
Met16 residue in the outer coordination sphere, approximately
5¡ away from the “Type 1” Cu site.10 The effects of mutations
at Met16 were interpreted in terms of a perturbation in the
interaction between the 16th amino acid and His81, a ligand to
the Cu site. For example, aromatic amino acid substitutions
drastically affect the spectroscopic and electrochemical proper-
ties of the Cu site. This was rationalized by the appearance of
a ππ stacking interaction between the aromatic residue in
position 16 and His81.42 The presence of stacking arrangement
between Phe16 and His81 was confirmed by the crystal struc-
ture of Met16Phe variant.43

A series of Met16 variants of PAz manifested a systematic
deviation of A450/A600 ratio relative to Pc, NiR and CBP. The
interpretation of EPR spectra showed the possibility for the
simultaneous existence of two copper sites corresponding to
an axial (blue) and a rhombic (green) site.42,44 Notably, this has
already been implicated as an explanation of resonance Raman
spectral differences of AcNiR in 1988.45 The coexistence of
blue and green copper sites was also discussed in theoretical
studies.4648 Moreover, the presence of two Cu sites in AcNiR
was related to a mixture of enthalpy favored rhombic and

entropy favored axial site from thermodynamic data.48,49 It
was argued that (i) the entatic state and rack induced bonding
are due to protein constraints imposed on coordinated Met
axial ligand, thus preventing shorter CuS(Met) distance and
prohibiting the formation of a green site in Pc and PAz from
Paracoccus pantrophus (PpPAz);50 (ii) a thermal equilibrium
of axial and rhombic populations in AcNiR relative to Pc and
PpPAz is present due to lowered entatic state/rack induced
bonding.51

For AcPAz variants, the axial/rhombic populations are
dependent on the outer-sphere composition with respect to
the nature of 16th amino acid independently from temperature.
The role of the non-covalent interactions, such as hydrogen
bonding, iondipole network, ππ stacking interactions, and
dispersion effects from the outer-sphere environment has
already been implicated in perturbation of Cu site electronic
structure.12,42,44,5254 We investigated here the experimental and
theoretical coordination geometry of the Cu(II) site in a series
of Met16 variants using X-ray absorption spectroscopic mea-
surements and density functional theory (DFT) modeling. The
combined experimental and computational results allowed us
to propose an allosteric regulation of electronic structure of
“Type 1” copper site in the presence of both axial and rhombic
coordination environments.

X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) and extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analyses are the two
most common approaches to obtain structural information from
X-ray absorption spectroscopic (XAS) data. XANES provides
information about electronic structure, such as oxidation state
or effective nuclear charge. EXAFS offers a glimpse of the
local geometric structure via the radial distribution and num-
ber of neighboring atoms around an absorber.55 Numerous
XAS studies of blue copper protein have been reported to
date.24,30,39,5660 The electronic structures with respect to Cu-
based contributions, and Culigand (CuL) distances were
obtained from Cu K-edge XAS. The use of S K-edge XAS
provided a quantitative measure for the covalent nature of Cu
S(Cys) bond61 as expressed by the amount S 3p mixing into the
Cu 3d electronhole. The high CuS(Cys) covalency in blue
copper proteins gives rise to the intense pre-edge feature below
the S K-edge. This offered an explanation for the small A«« in
EPR58 and rationalization of the site’s electron-transfer prop-
erty.62 An additional merit of experimentally determining the
CuS(Cys) bond covalency is the spectroscopic calibration of
electronic structure methods, such as density functional theory
(DFT).40,59 In the given study, we present systematic Cu K-
edge and S K-edge XANES and EXAFS studies for Met16
variants of AcPAz supplemented with a complete series of
hybrid DFT calculations.

When composing computational models of metal sites in
proteins, the adequate treatment of outer-sphere protein envi-
ronment can have a more dominant structural role57 than
selection of a given functional. In order to consider the role of
the protein environment, we modeled the complete inner and
first outer-shell environments of the Cu(II) site in PAz with
close to 90 atoms that include key hydrogen bonding and
dipole interactions imposed on the inner sphere coordination
environment. Furthermore, instead of using a single hybrid
functional, we utilized a series of hybrid functionals with
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varied amount of HF exchange (HFX) ranging 0 to 100%
including the previously employed functional B38HFP8663 for
Cu(II). Therefore the reported structural changes, electronic
structural features will be given as a function of the amount
of HFX mixed with the density functional exchange (DFX)
functional that eliminates uncertainties and bias due to use of a
single density functional.

Experimental

Preparation of XAS Samples. The protein samples for X-
ray absorption spectroscopic measurements were expressed and
purified as described before.42,64 The copper-to-protein ratio
was confirmed to be 1:1 and no zinc contamination was found
by ICP-AES. The protein samples were concentrated to 512
mM containing 50% glycerol by ultrafiltration (3K). Their
concentrations were determined by using molecular extinction
coefficients of the peak maximum around at 600 nm.42 The
samples were loaded into 100¯L Mylar cells wrapped with
S and Cu contaminant free, 0.5¯m thick Kapton tape with
silicon adhesive (Shercon) and stored in liquid nitrogen until
measurement.

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. All XAS data were
measured at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource. The
Cu K-edge XAS were collected at beam line 7-3 using a
Si(220) double-crystal monochromator. The higher harmonic
components were rejected by 50% detuning of the incident
beam intensity. The temperature of protein samples was main-
tained at around 10K during measurement using LHe cryostat
(Oxford). The spectra were recorded in fluorescence mode,
windowed for the Cu Kα emission line using 30 elements Ge
detector (Canberra). The incident beam (I0) was monitored by
an Ar filled, high voltage (1.8 kV) ion chamber. The spectra of
Cu foil for energy calibration were acquired simultaneously by
second (I1) and third (I2) ion chambers.

XANES region of S K-edge were collected at SSRL beam
line 4-3. The monochromatic X-ray beam was obtained by
Si(110) double-crystal monochromator. The samples were
cooled by a liquid He cryo-stream. The total fluorescence emis-
sion was measured using 3-element Lytle detector (EXAFS
Co). The energy position of the well-resolved pre-edge fea-
ture of sodium thiosulfate pentahydrate was used for energy
calibration (2472.0 eV).

XAS Data Normalization and Fitting. The photon energy
was calibrated to the first resolved peak of the first derivative
spectra for Cu-foil (8980.3 eV). The fluorescence signals from
every channel of the Ge detector with useful spectra were
averaged for each scan using SIXPACK.65 The averaged data
for consecutive scans were used to generate a “zero-exposure”
spectrum (Supporting Information Figure S1) in order to elimi-
nate the visible spectral shift due to radiation damage as has
also been observed for X-ray spectra of redox active metal-
loproteins.6668 Background removal, normalization of edge
jump, E0 energy (8990 eV) definition for Cu EXAFS analysis,
extraction of k-space oscillations and acquisition of R-space
Fourier transform were done using Athena.69

The S K-edge spectra were averaged for 6, 6, and 10 scans
of wild type (WT), Met16Phe, and Met16Val PAz, respectively.
No signs of radiation damage were observed over these scans.
Furthermore, S K-edge renormalization was carried out by

considering the different number of S absorbers: 6 for WT and
5 for Met16Phe and Met16Val PAz.

Analysis of Cu EXAFS. The theoretical EXAFS scattering
amplitudes and phase shifts for the reported crystal structure of
the WT AcPAz (PDB code: 1BQK)10 were calculated using
FEFF ver. 6.0.70 Artemis was used for data fitting, interatomic
distance, and DebyeWaller factor refinement. The simulation
included the direct scattering pathways of CuN (His40 and
His81), CuS (Cys78), multiple scattering pathways of Cu-δ-
N(His)-γ/ε-C(His) and Cu-δ/ε-N(His)-γ/δ/ε-C(His), and an
axial ligand of CuS (Met86) or CuO (see Results and
Analysis). The axial ligand contribution to EXAFS was varied
in each variant according to independent EPR42,71 and UV/
vis44 compositions of axial and rhombic Cu sites. The degen-
eracy or coordination number (CN) parameter of the EXAFS
equation was adjusted based on the specific “axial-to-rhombic”
ratio determined in earlier,42 (see also Supporting Information);
CN = 0.95 (Met16Val), 0.83 (Met16His), 0.77 (WT), 0.67
(Met16Trp), 0.60 (Met16Tyr), and 0.45 (Met16Phe). The final
fits were obtained in an iterative manner by allowing first
the single scattering shells of CuS(Cys), average CuN(His),
and Cu-axial ligand pathways achieve reasonable distance
and DebyeWaller factors before introducing secondary single
scattering pathways Cu£C(His) and lastly multiple scatter-
ing pathways for Cu£C(His)£N(His) or Cu£N(His)£C(His).
Single or multiple scattering pathways involving Cu£C(Cys)
did not give significant contributions to the fits and thus they
were excluded from this analysis. Bond valence sum theory72,73

was applied to connect the experimental Cu ligand distances
with Cu effective nuclear charge differences from Cu K-edge
XANES.

Analysis of S XANES. The area of pre-edge peaks for WT,
Met16Phe, and Met16Val PAz were determined by fitting the
renormalized spectra using PeakFit ver. 4.12. The pseudo-
Voigt line shape with 1:1 Gaussian/Lorentzian mixing ratio
was adopted to simulate the line-shape of the pre-edge peak
of all PAz samples. The amplitude, energy position, and full-
width at half maximum (FWHM) parameters were allowed to
vary. The rising edge features were simulated by pseudo-Voigt
line-shape with Gaussian/Lorentzian mixing ratio allowed to
vary. First, the fitting of pre-edge was performed in the range of
24662471 eV, which was then extended in 0.5 eV steps up to
2473.5 and 2474.0 eV depending on the variant. The averaged
integrated pre-edge intensities from multiple fits were used to
calculate CuS(Cys) covalency. The transition dipole integral
used for blue Cu complexes earlier30 was scaled by 1.27 to
correct for the differences between the analytical pre-edge
intensities and estimated from the product of amplitude and
linewidth.74

EPR Spectroscopy. X-band EPR spectra were collect-
ed on an X-Band Microwave Unit JES-FA 200 ESR
SPECTROMETER (JEOL). The magnetic field was scanned
between 2550 and 3550G with the modulation amplitude of
6.3G, at a frequency of 9.0563GHz. The sample concentra-
tions of protein were 1.5mM with 100mM potassium phos-
phate buffer (pH 7.0) and the temperature was maintained at
100K during the measurement.

Density Functional Theory Modeling. The 89 atom
computational model was generated from the 1.35¡ resolution
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structure of WT AcPAz (PDB code 1BQK10). The coordination
environment of the Cu(II) ion was completed with inner sphere
amino acids Cys78, His40, His81, and Met86 without trunca-
tion. The N- and C-terminal of each coordinated amino acid
was completed with an amide moiety. In addition, two explicit
solvent water molecules H-bonded to the ε-N of His40 and
His81, the Gly39 with a carbonyl dipole, the Asn41 with amide
H-bonding to S(Cys78), and the amide group of Asn9, were
also included in the model (Figure 1). The consideration of the
two water molecules at the imidazole rings and the side-chain
of Asn9 was deemed to be essential to tune the nucleophilicity
of the imidazole rings and thus affect the CuN(His) bonding
as well as to provide a well rounded protein constraint around
the inner sphere, respectively. Removal of the Asn9 residue
allows for the backbone carbonyl to move closer to the Cu
ion and form H-bonding with the proximal His ring, which
is not present in the crystal structure. In addition, it tilts the
entire backbone to weaken the H-bonding interaction to the
thiolate sulfur. These outer sphere structural changes, in addi-
tion to the elimination of the two imidazole-bound water
molecules induced significant structural changes by making
the Cu coordination site more rhombic than it was found with
the larger model. This structural deviation was observed with
or without constraining the CuL distances, and the positions
of the α- and β-carbon atoms of the residues. The atomic
positional coordinates for the initial structure are given on the
computational.chemistry.montana.edu/PAz.

The calculations were carried out using a systematic series
of hybrid density functionals starting at 100% Becke DFX75

and terminating at 100% HF exchange in 15% HFX increments
with all functionals containing 100% Perdew’s density func-
tional correlation (DFC)76 along with the Slater77 and VWN578

local exchange and correlation functionals, respectively. The
def2TZVP triple-ζ basis set supplemented with polarization
functions79 was used for all atoms. This was shown to corre-
spond to the basis set saturation limit with respect to geometry,
electronic structure, and energetics for Cu(II) complexes.50

Structural optimizations were carried out using various com-
binations of atomic positional constraints or fixed internal

coordinates, as discussed later. The CuN distances from the
EXAFS analysis for the His coordination were differentiated as
seen by crystallography by assuming 0.03¡ difference between
the longer CuN(His40) at 1.95¡ and shorter CuN(His81)
at 1.92¡ to give the average EXAFS CuN distance. Given
that we were interested in stationary structures closest to the
experimental WT PAz structure, no conformational analysis
or frequency calculations were carried out to interrogate the
stationary structures. The electrostatic effects of the protein
environment was simulated by using polarizable continuum
model (PCM80) with water solvent parameters except the
dielectric constant was reduced to 10. The His ligands were
solvated with explicit water molecules as seen in the crystal
structure. The atomic spin densities and orbital compositions
were calculated using Mulliken population analysis, since it
has been shown to already provide reliable results for Cu
proteins in comparison to more advanced methods.48

Results and Discussion

Experimental Electronic Structure of the Cu Site. The
entire range for the Cu K-edge XANES spectra for WT and
Met16 variants are shown in Figure S2. The XANES region of
WT and Met16 variants was found to be similar, with some
notable differences. The first and second derivative spectra with
pre-edge and rising-edge positions are shown in Figure 2. The

Paz WT (1BQK 1.35 Å)  
inner & outer sphere model  
2[CuC24N7H50S2O5]- 

ASN9 

ASN41 

HIS40 

HIS81 CYS78 

MET86 

1.92 Å

1.95 Å
2.13 Å

2.71 Å

Cx

Cx
Cx

Cx

Cx

Cx

Cx

Cx

Cx

Cx

Cx

Cx

GLY39 

3.94 Å
2.65 Å

Figure 1. Computational model for the extended inner-
sphere of the Cu site from WT PAz (1BQK10).

Figure 2. Cu K-edge XANES region (a), first (b) and
second derivative spectra (c) of PAz. Bars marking first
maxima of point in (b) and minima of point in (c) are
indicative of effective metal oxidation state and pre-edge
energy, respectively.
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energy positions of pre-edge features and rising edge positions
are summarized in Table 1 relative to the WT. A quantitative
trend for the aromatic substituents can be recognized with
lower energy rising edge positions than other variants. Plotting
of the axial site population42 and A450/A600

44 against the rising-
edge inflection points as a measure of Cu effective nuclear
charge, Zeff(Cu) gives a notable correlation as shown in
Figure 3.

Cu Site Geometry. The EXAFS analysis of the Cu K-edge
spectra resulted in radial distribution function (RDF) in non-
phase corrected dimension as shown in Figure 4. The first
scattering shells around the Cu absorber were identical among
the PAz variants. The k3-weighted EXAFS fitting of EXAFS
oscillation and RDF for the oxidized PAz are shown in
Figure S3 in the Supporting Information, and the parameters
are summarized in Table 2. The calculated BVS values72,73 for
pure axial and pure rhombic sites were 2.08 and 2.26, respec-
tively, using Cu-ligand distances from Cu K-edge EXAFS. The
details of the BVS calculation are provided in the Table S2.
For Met16Val variant, the rhombic component was found to be
the dominant (9591%) with only 59% axial contribution
from EPR.42,71 Thus, the bond lengths (CuN(His), CuS(Cys),
and CuS(Met)) of Met16Val variants were considered as those
of a “pure” rhombic site. The active site of WT and other
variants are mixtures of rhombic and axial sites. The most
profound difference between axial and rhombic conformers is
the distance between the Cu and the S(Met) centers. There is
approximately 0.3¡ difference in the CuS(Met) distance in Pc

(4DPB at 1.00¡ resolution) and NiR (2BW4 at 0.90¡ reso-
lution). The CuS(Met) distances of 2.76¡ in Pc and 2.49¡ in
NiR can be considered as typical values for axial and rhombic
“Type 1” copper sites, whereas the CuL distances for other
ligands are relatively similar within 0.1¡. The presence of
simultaneous presence of two different distances for a scatter-
ing pathway lowers the degree of order around the Cu absorber.
Thus, the analysis of EXAFS for WT and Met16 variant
excluding Met16Val becomes non-trivial. To fit the EXAFS of
PAz samples in an experimentally sound manner, the coordi-
nation number of CuS(Met) scattering pathway was fixed to
the rhombic component of each PAz from EPR.42 The distance
of the CuS(Met) scatterer was taken from the EXAFS fit of the
Met16Val variant. Already with this simplification, the fitting
was carried out successfully providing chemically meaningful
results for every variant and WT PAz. The results in Table 2
show that the CuS(Cys) and CuN(His) distances were iden-
tical for all Met16 variants. The decrease in the CN value was
due to the mixing of longer CuS(Met) distance that EXAFS
measurements could not detect.24,30,68

As a control experiment, we also performed EXAFS analysis
assuming the presence of an axial ligand with light atom
similar to the Gly carbonyl O in Azurin (PDB code 1AZU81).
In theory, scattering at a short distance from a light atom such
as in CuO can result in an EXAFS scattering pattern similar
to a heavy atom at a longer distance, such as the CuS(Met).
It is important to emphasize that as expected the EXAFS fit
obtained using a shorter CuO pathway was also acceptable for
Met16Val variant (Supporting Information Figure S4); how-
ever, the possibility of O coordination can be eliminated by the
X-ray crystal structure of WT PAz,10 where the closest Cu£O
distance at 3.94¡ is the carbonyl group of Gly39.

S 3p Contribution to the CuS(Cys) Bond. The pre-edge
regions of S K-edge XANES spectra for WT, Met16Phe and
Met16Val PAz are shown in Figure 5. The resolved pre-edge
peak at around 2469 eV corresponds to S1s¼LUMO excita-
tions. The LUMO is composed of Cu 3dx2¹y2 contribution
with a combination of S(Cys) 3p and N(His) 2s/2p ligand

Table 1. Pre-edge and rising edge position of Cu K-edge
XAS of WT PAz and Met16 variants relative to WT (pre-
edge intensity of 0.063, energy position 8978.7 eV, rising-
edge energy position 8984.4 eV)

PAz
Pre-edge
intensity

Energy/eV
Rising edge
energy/eV

Met16Val 0.001 0.1 0.2
Met16His 0.002 ¹0.1 0.3
WT 0.000 0.0 0.0
Met16Trp ¹0.005 0.0 ¹0.2
Met16Tyr ¹0.004 0.0 0.0
Met16Phe ¹0.004 ¹0.1 0.5

Figure 3. The plots of axial site population estimated from
X-band EPR (left axis) and ¾450/¾600 (right axis) versus
rising edge energy of Cu K-edge (bottom axis).

Figure 4. R-space spectra of Cu K-edge EXAFS region
with an inset for R = 1.62.4¡ range. R is the apparent
distances.
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characters.40 The pre-edge feature intensity (peak area) and
linewidth for the renormalized spectra of WT, Met16Phe, and
Met16Val PAz (Figure S5 in Supporting Information) were
used to estimate the CuS(Cys) bond covalency to be 38 « 3%,
39 « 2%, and 30 « 3% for WT, Met16Phe, and Met16Val PAz,
respectively. Using these results, the CuS(Cys) bond cova-
lency values for pure axial and pure rhombic site can be
estimated from the S 3p characters and population of axial/
rhombic42,71 (see Supporting Information) to be approximately
49% and 31%, respectively.

EPR Spectra of PAz. The EPR spectra were recorded for
WT and Met16His variants (Figure 6). The EPR spectrum of
Met16His variants was similar to that of WT PAz with the
exception of hyperfine splitting in g«« region. The axial EPR
component of Met16His was determined to be 16% according
to previous estimates.42 This value was used in the analysis of
EXAFS of Met16His variants (vide supra).

DFT Modeling of XAS Results. Apo Protein Models:
The amount of HF exchange in the hybrid density functional
was shown to affect the description of Cu(II)L bonding.63

Therefore, we carried out a brief inquiry into the differences in
the optimized structures of apo PAz outer-sphere models in the
absence of the Cu(II) ion. Table S3 in Supporting Information
shows the results for the noticeable differences between the
employed functionals. The comparison of intramolecular dis-
tances within the [N2S2] tetrahedron of the Cu-coordinated
atoms from the holo form revealed that the model for the apo-

site changed considerably even with constrained atomic posi-
tions of the α- and β-C atoms of the amino acids. The long
N£N, N£S, and S£S distances in BP86 calculations can be
rationalized by the greater importance of covalent interactions
and thus the shortening of bond lengths within the protein
environment defined by the extended inner-sphere. In HF cal-
culations, the long range ionic interactions become dominant
and thus the bonds are allowed to expand giving rise to nearly
0.3¡ average root-mean-square deviation between HFP86 and
BP86 functionals. Since the trends in geometry are monotonous
in going from HFP86 to BP86, we can consider this as an
artificial compression strain in pure GGA calculations on the
inner sphere that expands the coordination environment of the
Cu(II) site. This is an opposite trend to the observed shortening
of the CuL distances due to the overly covalent description
of pure GGA functionals. Interestingly the complete opposite
is observed for the HFBP86 calculations with less covalent
CuL distances, but still with a contracted N2S2 coordination
environment.

Holo Protein Models: The experimental S K-edge data
established a 3039% CuS(Cys) bond covalency as a func-
tion of mutations and 2.16¡ CuS(Cys), 2.48¡ CuS(Met),

Table 2. A comparison of EXAFS fitting results of WT and Met16 variants

Path Degeneracy
WT Met16Val Met16His Met16Tyr Met16Trp Met16Phe

R/¡ ·2/¡2 R/¡ ·2/¡2 R/¡ ·2/¡2 R/¡ ·2/¡2 R/¡ ·2/¡2 R/¡ ·2/¡2

CuN 2 1.95 0.003 1.96 0.005 1.95 0.003 1.95 0.002 1.95 0.002 1.94 0.005
CuSCys 1 2.16 0.002 2.16 0.002 2.16 0.003 2.16 0.003 2.15 0.003 2.15 0.003
CuSMet rhombica) 2.48 0.010 2.48 0.010 2.48 0.010 2.48 0.010 2.48 0.010 2.48 0.010
CuC 4 2.97 0.005 2.97 0.005 2.97 0.003 2.97 0.096 2.97 0.004 2.96 0.004
CuNC 8 3.08 0.012 3.17 0.010 3.14 0.010 3.08 0.012 3.06 0.012 3.10 0.012
CuN/CN/C 16 4.21 0.012 4.21 0.010 4.19 0.010 4.21 0.012 4.19 0.012 4.18 0.012

a) The coordination numbers of CuSMet were calculated from population of rhombic component estimated by X-band EPR [41].
CN = 0.77 (WT), 0.95 (Met16Val), 0.83 (Met16His), 0.60 (Met16Tyr), 0.67 (Met16Trp), and 0.45 (Met16Phe).

Figure 5. Pre-edge of WT (black), Met16Phe (blue), and
Met16Val (green) in S K-edge XAS.

Figure 6. The EPR spectra of WT (black) and Met16His
variants (blue) at pH 7.0.
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average of 1.95¡ CuN(His) distances from XANES and
EXAFS analysis above, respectively. The initial computational
model was obtained by optimizing the crystal structure of the
WT PAz with constraints of all CuL distances at the corre-
sponding EXAFS values and fixing the atomic positions of α-
and β-carbon atom of the considered protein backbone. Upon
optimization of atoms beyond the inner-sphere, the structural
changes are minimal as seen in the small energy differences (3
7 kJmol¹1) relative to the relaxed active site structure (see
below) despite the described structural changes for the apo-
models. The atomic spin densities summarized in Table 3 show
clearly how the covalent nature of the pure GGA functional
(BP86) maximizes the spin density on the ligands, while a
metal-based electronic structure obtained with the HFP86
method.

The role of the protein strain in maintaining the active site
structure was estimated by structural optimizations that kept all
EXAFS CuL constraints, but released all α- and β-C atoms.
The energy stabilization upon optimization is about 3559
kJmol¹1 in going from BP86 to HFP86, which is a consid-
erable energy difference. The relaxation of the protein-environ-
ment beyond the inner-sphere, conformational change in the
orientation of the Cu-coordinated side-chains, while the Cu
ligand distances are fixed at their EXAFS distances, slightly
perturbs the electronic structure. For example, the CuS(Met)
bond covalency doubles (0.11 e) at BP86 level at the expense
of the CuS(Cys) covalency (0.36 e, Table S4) in comparison
to those shown in Table 3, which was found to be a trend for all
functionals with gradually decreasing covalent bonding.

A critical structural feature in blue versus green copper
chemistry is the position of the axial ligand. Therefore, we
utilized DFT models to determine the ideal CuS(Met) distance
within the given model in the presence of frozen α- and β-C
atomic positions, fixed CuS(Cys), and CuN(His) distances
at their EXAFS values. Upon optimizations, the CuS(Met)
distances stretched from the EXAFS value of 2.48 to 2.65
2.71¡. The range of calculated values (0.06¡) as a function
of density functional is rather small relative to the deviation
(0.170.23¡) from the WT structure. It is important to high-
light that there is no linear trend as the BP86 and HFP86
functionals give the shortest (2.65 and 2.63¡, respectively),
while the B60HFP86 and B15HFP86 functionals provide the
longest (2.68 and 2.71¡, resp.) CuS(Met) distances. The

elongation of the CuS(Met) distance and thus the trigonal
distortion of the four coordinate Cu(II) site is a consequence of
the reduction of the S(Met) spin density to a small 0.03 e value
at the most covalent BP86 level.

Allowing for the relaxation of all CuL distances, but
keeping the positions of α- and β-C atoms fixed, enabled us to
evaluate how reasonable the EXAFS values are within the WT
PAz protein environment as defined by the 1.35¡ resolu-
tion crystal structure. The average calculated CuS(Cys), Cu
S(Met), and CuN(His) distances are 2.19, 2.60, and 1.98¡,
respectively for all calculations. The most remarkable obser-
vation is the practically identical internal coordinates within
0.05¡ between the greatly different BP86 and HFP86 func-
tionals. We can rationalize this by a competition between the
CuL covalent interactions and the formally Cu2+£L¹/¤¹ ionic
interactions. The less covalent HFP86 functional localizes the
electron density and thus maintains the M/L charge separation
closer to the formal ionic state. Large charge separation at short
distances gives a comparable interaction to covalent bonding
within 0.05¡. Comparison of the EXAFS and the average
calculated distances shows that our computational model and
thus likely the WT PAz structure cannot accommodate both the
short CuS(Cys) and CuS(Met) distances at 2.16 and 2.48¡,
respectively. The CuN(His) distances are within reproduci-
bility of both the EXAFS (1.95¡) and the crystal structure
values (1.92 and 1.95¡). It is also notable that both CuS
distances are longer than their corresponding EXAFS values.
The use of computational results for fitting the EXAFS data
resulted in obvious poor fits to the experimental EXAFS as
shown in Figure S3 in supporting information, which will be
an important observation for the conclusion of the given study.

The correlated nature of CuS(Cys) bond length and the
strength of axial ligand£Cu interaction have already been
documented in literature.40,59 We further substantiate this
relationship at a wide range of level of theory (see Table S4)
using the given computational model by shortening the Cu
S(Met) distance to the EXAFS value of 2.48¡, while keeping
the position of α- and β-C atoms fixed, but allowing the Cu
S(Cys) and CuN(His) bond lengths to vary. With every func-
tional, the releasing of the CuS(Cys) and CuN(His) distances
while keeping the CuS(Met) distance at 2.48¡ results in Cu
S(Cys) distances that vary between 2.19 and 2.25¡ relative
to the EXAFS value of 2.16¡. Furthermore, the CuN(His)

Table 3. Density functional dependence of the electronic structure of the computational model with
EXAFS CuL constraints (CuS(Cys) = 2.16¡, CuS(Met) = 2.48¡, CuN(His) = 1.95¡) and crys-
tallographic α- and β-C positions considered for the WT PAz model using def2-TZVP saturated basis set

HFX/%
¦ESCF

a)

/kJmol¹1
Mulliken atomic spin densities

Cu S(Cys) S(Met) N(His)

0 4 0.35 0.42 0.05 0.09 0.04
15 3 0.37 0.47 0.00 0.07 0.06
30 3 0.51 0.31 0.03 0.09 0.05
38 4 0.60 0.23 0.02 0.08 0.05
45 4 0.68 0.17 0.01 0.08 0.05
60 5 0.80 0.09 0.01 0.07 0.04
75 6 0.86 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.04
100 7 0.91 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.03

a) Relative to the relaxed inner sphere with constraints of the positions of α- and β-C atoms.
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distances vary 1.972.01¡ relative to 1.95¡ from experimen-
tal structure. The shorter CuS(Met) distance increases the spin
density at the S(Met) up to 0.06 e, which is already in an
experimentally detectable range for EPR or XAS. The elonga-
tion of the CuS(Met) distance to a value more typical (2.8¡)
for axially distorted tetragonal blue Cu sites in Pc40,59 reduces
the CuS(Cys) distance to 2.162.22¡ with the CuN(His)
distances being at around 1.951.99¡. This is a further confir-
mation of the coupled behavior of the two S ligands. Release of
the constrained CuS(Met) distance returns all structure to the
exact same position as obtained from releasing the initial model
with EXAFS and crystallographic constraints.

For evaluating the combined effects of all protein strain via
the constrained coordinates of α- and β-C positions or CuL
EXAFS constraints, we carried out full optimization for an
extended inner-sphere environment. The optimization results
in Table 4 show that there is only one global minima for the
Cu(II) site in cupredoxins, which is the tetragonally distorted
tetrahedral coordination environment regardless of the starting
structure and the composition of hybrid density functional.
Upon relaxation of all constraints, the CuS(Met) distance
becomes short (2.382.50¡) with 0.140.01 e spin density
accumulation at the S(Met) center. This is a direct indication of
covalent CuS(Met) bonding, which is only possible upon
tetragonal rhombic distortion. This was achieved at the expense
of CuS(Cys) distance and S(Cys) spin density that became
long (2.242.26¡) and small (0.370.02 e), respectively. The
CuN(His) distances elongates as well by 0.030.09¡, but
their spin densities do not vary significantly.

Discussion

A multi-edge XAS study on WT, Met16Val, His, Tyr, Trp,
and Phe variants of PAz allowed for the simultaneous experi-
mental analysis of Cu and S electronic structures and metal
ligand distances. The smaller energy shift of the rising edge
energy in Cu XANES showed correlation with the increased
axial component for the “Type 1” copper site. This indicates
a more reduced Cu site for the axial structure than for the
rhombic, which is opposite to that expected. This was further
elaborated by the difference of bond valence sum72,73 giving
lower valence number for the axial than for the rhombic site.
XAS results suggest that a more covalent CuS(Cys) π bonding
is present in the axial site than that of the combined covalent
effect of the pseudo-σ bonding in CuS(Cys) and CuS(Met) in
the rhombic site. The contributions from the CuN bonds are

expected to be comparable in both blue and green sites. The
Cu K-edge EXAFS showed similar Culigand distances for
each Met16 variant independent of the axial-to-rhombic ratio as
a function of mutation. The maximum difference in CuN(His)
and CuS(Cys) distances among the studied Met16 variants
were 0.02 and 0.01¡, respectively. These negligible variations
suggest that the axial and rhombic sites are identical with
respect to the CuL distances in basal plane. Given that the
axial site was found to be more covalent, and thus has a more
reduced Cu site with less ionic bonding between Cu and
ligands (especially for thiolate S) relative to the rhombic site,
the combined effect of ionic and covalent interactions mini-
mizes the bond length differences. This effect has been compu-
tationally modeled by the use of a series of hybrid functionals
with varied amount of ionic HF exchange. For example, the
calculated CuS(Cys) distance varies between 2.23 and 2.26¡
(only within 0.03¡) while the S covalency range from 2% to
37%.

The CuS(Met) distance refined to 2.48¡ from EXAFS of
Met16Val PAz is responsible for the presence of the rhombic
structure. The decreasing contribution of CuS(Met) scattering
pathway detected by EXAFS as a result of increasing axial
component based on EPR suggests that the CuS(Met) distance
in the axial site is considerably longer than 2.48¡. It is of a
distance that cannot be detected by EXAFS.

Analyses of pre-edge features at the S K-edge defined the
CuS(Cys) bond covalency for WT and Met16Phe and
Met16Val variants to be 38, 39, and 30% S 3p character,
respectively. The bond covalency of pure axial and pure
rhombic sites was estimated using the axial-to-rhombic ratios
of PAz from EPR measurements. The covalency for a pure
axial site in PAz (49%) is in agreement with that of Gln99Met
stellacyanin variant (48%).30

In order to relate the results of Cu and S XAS and translate
those into structural information, DFT modeling was carried
out using the crystal structure of WT PAz (1BQK). Instead
of using a single functional, we employed a range of hybrid
functionals from the pure GGA to the hybrid GGA with 100%
HF exchange. The range of hybrid functionals covered bonding
scenarios with an overly covalent electronic structure (pure
GGA functions), a spectroscopically calibrated (B38HFP86),
and a localized ionic structure (100% HF with GGA correlation
functional). We found that the role of ionic interactions in
determining the Cu site geometry is equally important to the
covalent interactions. Structural optimizations showed the

Table 4. Result of fully relaxed structural optimizations for the extended inner-sphere model of Cu(II) in WT PAz

HFX/%
¦ESCF

/kJmol¹1
Mulliken atomic spin densities Cu(II)L distances

Cu S(Cys) S(Met) N(His) S(Cys) S(Met) N(His)

0 ¹41 0.34 0.37 0.14 0.06 0.04 2.24 2.38 2.04 2.04
15 ¹62 0.40 0.34 0.12 0.07 0.04 2.23 2.38 2.04 2.04
30 ¹43 0.51 0.26 0.10 0.07 0.05 2.23 2.40 2.02 2.03
38 ¹61 0.62 0.22 0.02 0.08 0.05 2.23 2.42 2.01 2.02
45 ¹43 0.71 0.16 0.01 0.08 0.05 2.23 2.43 2.00 2.01
60 ¹63 0.80 0.07 0.03 0.06 0.04 2.25 2.47 1.99 1.99
75 ¹48 0.86 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.04 2.25 2.48 1.99 1.99
100 ¹59 0.91 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.03 2.26 2.50 1.98 1.98
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interconnectedness of CuS(Cys) and CuS(Met) bonds that
are critical in determining the Cu site coordination geometry.
The CuN(His) bonds showed only limited variability between
the axial and rhombic sites. In addition to the distances, the
spin densities at the atoms of ligands directly bound to the Cu
also manifest differences depending on whether the Cu has
axial versus rhombic geometry. In the rhombic site, the Cu
S(Cys) bond covalency decreases considerably at the benefit
of the covalent character of the CuS(Met) bond. This change
was also detected by the S K-edge XAS measurements. We
attempted to obtain experimental information for CuS(Met)
covalency; however, the corresponding spectral features are
under the rising-edge of the S K-edge and they could not be
reliably investigated by using a protein sample mimicking
mixture of Cys and Met residues.

The Cu coordination environment turned out to be pliable
energetically regardless of the employed functional. There are
only a few kJmol¹1 energy differences between the relaxed
and the EXAFS constrained inner sphere structure. Relaxation
of the protein-strain as modeled by the fixed positions of α- and
β-C atoms generates a considerable energy stabilization for the
Cu site of about 4164 kJmol¹1. This is in the same order of
magnitude to the decrease of the inner sphere reorganization
energy experimentally estimated by Gray et al. (inner from 2.4
eV for Cu(phen)22+/+ to 0.60.8 eV for azurin)18,82 or calcu-
lated protein strain energy by Ryde et al. (ca. 30 kJmol¹1).83

Relaxation of all constrained optimizations resulted in a single
Cu inner sphere structure regardless of the initial structure and
the employed hybrid GGA functional. This structure corre-
sponds to elongated CuS(Cys) and short CuS(Met) distances
with an overall rhombic structure.

Conclusion

The combined XAS, EPR, and DFT study probed the possi-
bility for the presence of multiple Cu coordination environ-
ments for a series of Met16 variants of PAz with distinct
spectral features and electronic structural properties. Our results
extend the previous studies on blue and green Cu proteins by
drawing attention to the structural influence of amino acid
mutations in the second coordination sphere on the immediate
ligand environment of the Cu site. The site of mutation (16th
amino acid) was consciously chosen from comparisons of fern
versus higher plant plastocyanin structures.42 Our results hint
the possibility for additional structural roles for this particular
position than direct perturbation of the Cu site through outer
sphere interactions. A 90-atom computational model with an
extended inner-sphere protein environment to the Cu site from
the WT PAz did not reproduce the Cu K-edge EXAFS results
regardless of using a realistic model and a wide range of hybrid
density functionals. Furthermore, the use of optimized struc-
tures as input for Cu K-edge EXAFS analysis did not result
in acceptable fits. This suggests that the protein environment
outside of the considered first- and second-shell environments
needs to be responsible for the inner sphere coordination
geometry changes.

A protein strain-based mechanism is assumed to be acting
here, which compacts the active site to have short CuS(Met)
as well as short CuS(Cys) distances and a rhombic coordi-
nation environment. The movement of residues in the second

coordination sphere to the Cu site can originate from protein
dynamics. This can change the tertiary structure as a result of
allosteric effects. This brings up the possibility for Cu being
only a spectator ion in “Type 1” cupredoxins, which responds
to even longer range protein structural perturbations than just
first and second coordination sphere. The JahnTeller distortion
force could then be overcome by protein-strain effects that set
the Cu coordination geometry to be axial rather than a rhombic.
Therefore the two different “Type 1” Cu site states are not
exclusive, but they can coexist within the same protein as
resulting from protein dynamics involving outer sphere envi-
ronment of the Cu site. Thus, we conclude that changes in the
protein environment due to the variation of weak interaction
from 16th amino acid can be responsible for geometric/
electronic structure variations and the emergence of different
spectroscopic/electrochemical properties of “Type 1” copper
site. Spectroscopic (temperature dependent EPR), biochemical
(pH, counter ion effects on the A450/A600 ratios), and computa-
tional (systematic perturbation of amino acid backbone posi-
tions) studies are underway to provide comprehensive support
for the presence of allosteric effects in blue and green-Cu
proteins.
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